
  

   

 

Watch a Video Featuring Recent I CARE Recipients 

BWFH’s I CARE Award recognizes staff members who go above and beyond their 

regular job responsibilities to make BWFH a great place to work and receive care. 

Over the past year, staff members throughout the hospital have been given I CARE 

Awards. Many of whom are featured in this video, which will be shown at the annual I 

CARE Award Luncheon today. 

 

 

   

I CARE Challenge 

We can improve lives in big ways through learning, healing and discovery, but we can also 

improve lives in smaller, more personal ways through human connection. During I CARE 

Month, we are encouraging BWFH staff to challenge themselves with a new interaction 

goal each week. This week's challenge: 

https://youtu.be/DJx8DBI5G58


 

 

 

 

 

Patient Letters 

The letters below are devoted to featuring those special letters from patients and family 

members who have benefited from the incredible compassion and expert skill of our 

superb staff! This week we're featuring letters related to the R in CARE: I will respect all 

individuals. 

 

  

Dear Brigham and Women’s Faulkner Hospital, 

  

I am pleased to write this letter to inform you of the exemplary and 

compassionate care I received in Belkin House. Recently I had an appointment 

for a mammogram. Ordinarily that would be nothing special to write about. 

However, for me, things are a bit different. I am a trans woman in transition and 

for certain reasons had to present as male. This being my first mammogram, 

that in itself would be enough to be nervous about. But being transgender adds 

another dimension that most don’t realize. I was anxious as to how I’d be 

treated. Reluctant respect and tolerance with an attitude have greeted me in the 

past. 

  

When arriving for my appointment, the receptionist put me at ease with pleasant 

conversation. Soon the nurse (Tracy) greeted me, told me not to be nervous and 

that she would take good care of me. Tracy asked me questions to understand 

my gender identity to assure treating me with respect. She made me feel 



comfortable as I knew her care and concern were genuine. 

  

After the mammogram, I needed an ultrasound and was greeted warmly by Dr. 

Kwait. His first concern was to understand my gender identity so I was treated 

with dignity and respect (his words). He showed concern for my modesty during 

the procedure, took his time and explained all that he was doing. Fortunately, all 

was normal and he explained his concerns for future screenings. 

  

From my arrival to my departure, the receptionist, Tracy and Dr. Kwait treated 

me with genuine kindness, compassion and concern. I could have had a more 

pleasant and heartwarming experience. 

 

I know that such a high degree of compassionate care starts at the top. I 

commend you and thank you for all you do to assure that patients receive such 

wonderful care. 

   

 

 

Dear Brigham and Women’s Faulkner Hospital, 

  

Recently, I was at BWFH for a surgical procedure. Everyone, from the parking lot 

attendant who informed us that the ticketing machine was down and that we 

would be on the honor’s system so far as paying was concerned, to the lady at 

the main desk who was all smiles at 7 AM and guided us to the surgical intake, 

to Judy Humphry and the entire nursing corps at all stages of the operating 

room, the anesthesiologist and Tricia in post op, to all, my deep thanks. 



 

  

You explained matters clearly. You were unfailingly kind, considerate and patient 

with all of us. Beyond what one would expect in so professional a setting, I felt 

not only treated with the utmost respect and skill, but that I had made a new set 

of friends. 

   

To read more recent patient letters, click here. 

 

 

 

 

   

Staff Photos: This is how we show we care 

 

 

  

https://www.brighamandwomensfaulkner.org/patients-and-families/patient-testimonials/default


  

 

  



  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

   

 

http://www.facebook.com/faulknerhospital
http://instagram.com/bwfaulknerhospital
http://www.twitter.com/faulknerhosp
http://www.youtube.com/faulknerhospital
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